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The Classroom Management
Solution That Earns Top Marks
Introducing PowerTeacher Pro, the next
generation of classroom management tools.
PowerTeacher Pro delivers robust functionality with an
intuitive user interface and advanced features for both
standards-based and traditional grading in one
comprehensive solution to manage the classroom.
Maintain the same great user experience and full
functionality from any computer or tablet.

But we didn’t stop there – We’ve taken it

to the next level to make your classroom management
easier and more efficient than ever. PowerTeacher Pro
was built with the latest technology, and includes
enhancements based on the top requests we received
from you to assure that the solution lives up to your
needs and expectations.

Endorsed Exclusively by Ken O’Connor, the Grade Doctor

“PowerTeacher Pro raises the bar for
both standards-based and traditional
grading. It has a clean, thoughtful design
that appropriately supports the use of
evidence from both formative and summative
assessment in ways that can be quickly mastered
by not just a handful of enthusiastic individuals, but
virtually all teachers within the school or district.

It is the new gold standard in standards-based grading.”

Access when and where you want
it—from any computer or tablet
+ Responsive design that adapts to any computer or
tablet, including Mac, Windows, iOS, Android, and
Chromebooks.

+ Touchscreen functionality on applicable devices.
+ Access anywhere, so you don’t have to spend extra
time in the classroom.

+ HTML5 based, so you never have to deal with Java
updates or Java issues!

It has the features YOU want
+ Calculation setup configured at the district level,
saving teachers significant hours on district
mandated configuration.

+ Manage assignments and analyze performance
across one, some, or all classes.

+ See all of your classes together, from the same or

multiple schools, faster and easier than ever before.

+ Easy to use graphs and charts to visualize student
progress.

+ New score flags for “Incomplete” and “Absent” to
identify individual student or class status
at-a-glance in the scoresheet.

+ And much more!
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Streamline your classroom management
PowerTeacher Pro delivers new features to make accessing key
items even faster and easier for teachers.
• Assignments are right at your fingertips, making scoring faster than ever.
• Easy viewing with graphical analysis tools to give you an at-a-glance view
for individual students as well as overall class progress.
• Work with multiple sections at the same time to do more in less time.
• A Quick Fill feature that operates both vertically and horizontally, to save
significant time when entering scores for individual students and the
entire class.
• And much more!

Teachers will be up-to-speed in a flash
PowerTeacher Pro operates on paradigms similar to your current PowerTeacher Gradebook, so it’s already familiar and easy, with no additional
training required. And PowerTeacher Pro is included in your PowerSchool
system, so there’s no additional charge and nothing to install. You’ll have
access to start using it at your next update.

Solid foundation to grow with you
PowerTeacher Pro has been developed based on feedback from the
education community, and tested through its development with teachers and
administrators just like yourself. Feedback from your peers on this preview
release resoundingly speaks to significant improvements in the gradebook
experience, including:
• Improved user experience

See it all on demand with a 360° view of
student performance
PowerTeacher Pro provides a comprehensive view of student performance,
from assignments and comments, to standards, demographics, attendance,
and quick lookup, showing students’ scores quickly and easily. You’ll spend
more time teaching and less time tracking down information.

Class analysis like a pro
PowerTeacher Pro allows for both standards-based
and traditional grading, with specialized areas optimized
for each method. We’ve also included new tools to
graphically display each student’s trends, focusing on
most recent achievements. You can view progress across
all classes easily, and PowerTeacher Pro delivers visuals
to help with analysis of each student’s achievement.

• Streamlined workflow puts more time back in your day
• New analysis views
• Grading setup at the district level
PowerTeacher Pro delivers significant improvements over its predecessor.
And it doesn’t stop there - continued development of the product will bring
additional enhancements, and with your feedback the product will continue
to develop as the classroom management solution earning top marks.

Set your own pace
Take on your enhanced tools a little or a lot, with the features to match your
needs. PowerTeacher Pro can be rolled out one section at a time so you can
migrate at your own pace. Whether you use traditional grading, standards
final grade entry only, or full standards-based grading on each assignment,
there is a view to see only the parts you choose. Views can be set by each
teacher for their own preference, so every teacher can use PowerTeacher Pro
to best suit their needs.
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